He’s the guy who ‘makes and loves the coffee’ – which is probably just as well, because he’s one of only two emergency medicine specialists on night duty at Khayelitsha Hospital, and will soon have to hyper-focus; it’s pay-day weekend.

The against-the-odds saving of lives that takes place is as unbelievable to less trauma-hardened medics, as is the sure-fire predictability of this month-end patient influx, says Dr Sa’ad Lahri.

Only the types of severe trauma differ as he, consultant colleague Dr Hendrik Lategan, four other doctors and 15 nurses make snap decisions that will save the lives of 80% of their patients, most of whom are inebriated. The million-plus-strong township thrums on a payday weekend as shackland taverns, open houses and street parties generate music, frivolity and profit, belying the chaos that inevitably ensues as disinhibited energies (read: pent-up frustrations) spill over into multiple episodes of uncontrolled violence. Small worked-up crowds ebb and flow between venues, and long-standing gang animosities often explode, sparked by seemingly minor incidents. At the same time, domestic disputes boil over behind brick, corrugated-iron or cardboard walls, incurring multiple casualties as neighbours also living on or below the breadline try to intervene or take sides. Lahri and his colleagues meanwhile savour what could at any second be their last cup of his much-loved special coffee blend as the admission rate begins to pick up …

Mending hearts in more ways than one

‘Most of our cases are penetrating traumatic injury to the chest – these criminals read the anatomy books, they know where to stab.’ His team’s stab-heart survival rate is 75%, an incredible 60% above the international survival norm listed in the medical literature. They’ve had 60 stabbed hearts at the emergency centre over the past 2 years, and have saved 45 of the patients. One case he’ll never forget: the youth’s left anterior descending coronary artery was severed. ‘We managed to stabilise and get him into theatre. The surgeon used a feeding tube to create an artificial artery, and we were then able to get him to Groote Schuur for a bypass.’ The second highest trauma category is traumatic brain injury from community assaults, ‘and then we get the car accident patients, mostly off the [nearby N2].’ Lahri says, pausing to field the barrage of questions that countless interviews have taught him will ensue. Yes, 90% of the trauma cases are alcohol-related, but the thing that has stood out during his 2-year tenure is the timing of this human tidal wave of patients: ‘It’s very clear; it’s the first or second day of every month; whenever there’s money and alcohol.’ What ‘bugs’ him most, though, are the three to four new patients with drug-induced psychosis admitted every day (about 110 per month), most of whom have committed active crimes. Very few have schizophrenia or other psychiatric conditions. Police baulk at arresting these people because they are ‘deurmekaar’ (confused) and need to brought down first – meaning that the emergency unit staff faces the brunt of their destructive behaviour. Says Lahri: ‘They break windows, equipment, assault staff. We had one guy fall through the ceiling after he somehow got into the roof through a trapdoor. It’s a major issue. They also sell their parents’ stuff. One mum came in crying, saying he’d sold everything in the house, fridge, stove and chandeliers – the lot. We just treat symptomatically and wait for the psychiatric professionals to come. They sometimes lie with
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International study dovetails with trauma profile

Khayelitsha and Rio de Janeiro were recently the subjects of a 32-month international comparative study by the Human Sciences Research Council, (HSRC) on the role of social cohesion (or social solidarity) in understanding the link between inequality, poverty and urban violence.[1] The report cited Khayelitsha’s murder rate as between 76 and 108/100 000 at the township’s various police stations (the South African average being 31), and said there were ‘high levels of fear of violence in all social spheres, including many public spaces’. Evidence at the recent Commission of Inquiry into policing in Khayelitsha indicated that the police perceived the township as an impenetrable space that they could not police. As a result, they failed to intervene and appeared to police ‘at the margins’ of the community. The HSRC report said that youth gangs were ‘a significant form of social organisation’. Although not organised in the same way as the gangs on the Cape Flats, they were shaping the nature and meaning of public space in places such as parks and schools. They were ‘highly territorial and shape identity, as young boys in particular areas feel obligated to join their local gang’. These gangs had a particular language of violence, which was very much about a public display of power. The report said that the collective violence residents engaged in was also organised as a public spectacle, intended to enforce a moral community against an ‘other’. This ‘other’ shifted, and might be a foreigner, a criminal or some other category of person.

Embrace your heroic work – and stop whining

Lahri’s 47-bed accident and emergency unit is 30% larger than a standard district hospital trauma unit, and the hospital has a heliport and a fleet of 11 ambulances and 110 paramedics and drivers. Asked what his core message was for his emergency medicine colleagues (70% of them female), who work 9-hour days and every second weekend, Lahri replied: ‘I tell the younger ones there are very few chances in life to be a hero(ine) – and sometimes being a doctor here is just that. I define a hero as someone who finds the strength to persevere in spite of the obstacles – that’s certainly my motto. Things will always be difficult – it’s about persisting. When you see that mother hug her child, it’s all worth it. I sometimes tell my guys on night shift, when they’re really tired and irritated: “Just remember someone else still has a family member because of you … so stop whining!”’
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